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APP/J1155/A/12/2185633

WHITECLEAVE QUARRY, BUCKFASTLEIGH

PROPOSED MATERIALS RECYCLING FACILITY FOR CONSTRUCTION

AND DEMOLITION WASTE; IBA REPROCESSING FACILITY AND

WORKING OF DOLERITE OUTCROP

CLOSING STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF

MVV ENVIRONMENT DEVONPORT LIMITED

Introduction and preliminary matters

1. The appeal proposal is an application for the construction and operation of a

materials recovery facility (“MRF”) for the treatment of construction and

demolition waste (“C&D”) with a capacity of 25ktpa and an incinerator bottom ash

(“IBA”) processing facility with a capacity of 65ktpa together with associated site

engineering and infrastructure. The associated engineering includes the removal of

a dolerite outcrop and filling quarry void with dolerite and inert material to a depth

of 60m AOD to create a platform for the IBA processing facility and to facilitate

the storage and processing of recycled materials on land at Whitecleave Quarry,

Buckfastleigh, Devon (“the Appeal Site”).
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2. Sam Gilpin Demolition Limited (“Gilpin”) is the site lease-holder and would be the

operator of the proposed development through its sister company, Whitecleave

Quarry Limited, in the event that planning permission is granted. Gilpin is a

demolition company and the C&D waste will be predominantly brought in from

Gilpin’s demolition sites. The IBA will be sourced exclusively from MVV

Environment Devonport Limited’s (“the Appellant”) EfW facility in Devonport

which is currently under construction and due to be commissioned in Autumn 2014.

3. The application was made to Devon County Council (“the Council”) in July 2011

and validated in August 2011. It was accompanied by a Planning Application

Supporting Statement together with an Environmental Statement (“ES”).1 The

Appellant and the Council agree that the ES, together with Further Information

submissions that were made in October 20112 and March 2012,3 during the

assessment of the planning application met the requirements of the Town and

Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011.4

4. Since then further environmental information in the form of the Addendum ES5 has

been submitted as a result of changes to the baseline conditions at the site as a

consequence of operations carried out under the existing minerals planning

permission and changes to the proposed development in response to representations

as well as a minor change to the red line planning application boundary.6 As a

result of these changes an application was made at the outset of this inquiry for the

appeal to be determined on the basis of the amended application.7 The Inspector has

now ruled that the appeal will be determined on the basis of the amended

application.

1 CDs.A2 and A4-7.
2 CDs.A8 and A9.
3 CDs.A10 and A11.
4 CD.G5, §2.3. In fact the 1999 Regulations apply but this is not material.
5 CD.A12.
6 The changes to both the baseline conditions and the planning application are set out in detail in
Addendum ES. See CD.A12, p.8.
7 The application is set out in the Appellant’s opening submissions (ID.5) and was supported by the
Council.
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5. The application was the subject of a detailed and comprehensive officer’s report

(“OR”) which concluded:

“From the final responses of statutory consultees, the policy analysis,
the overall consideration of the benefits and impacts of this proposal
and the general presumption in favour of sustainable development, on
balance there appears to be no evidence of harm from the proposal
which might be of a scale to support a recommendation of
refusal…the recommendation to this Committee is one of conditional
approval, subject to the prior completion of an appropriate legal
agreement.”8

6. However, contrary to that recommendation, Members resolved to refuse planning

permission on 25 April 2012. The decision notice, dated 3 May 2012, sets down

two reasons for refusal as follows:

“1. The proposal would lead to unacceptable adverse impacts on the
amenities of the local community by virtue of increased movement of
HGVs and an increase in noise and dust generated by the operations
at the site and is therefore contrary to the provisions of policy WPP4
of the adopted Devon County Waste Local Plan, and contrary to the
National Planning Policy Framework.

2. The site is not allocated within the Devon County Waste Local
Plan, and there has been inadequate consideration of the alternative
sites to accommodate the proposed operations, and therefore it is
considered that there is no overriding need for the facility in this
location.”

7. The Council no longer pursues reason for refusal one. It was formally withdrawn

on 22 May 2013, shortly before the exchange of evidence, following discussions

and work between the Appellant’s and the Council’s noise, air quality and

highways experts. This led the Council to the conclusion that the concerns

underlying reason for refusal one had been satisfactorily resolved. These

discussions and work are recorded in the Addendum ES9 and explained further in

8 CD.E4, §9.2.
9 CD.A4.
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the Appellant’s evidence. As a result, only RR2 remains between the Appellant and

the Council.

8. BCF and members of the public, however, raise a number of issues that fall outside

the areas of difference that now persist between the Council and the Appellant.

Generally the BCF case and those of individual members of the public overlap and

these submissions address the public’s concerns through the BCF case.

9. Before turning to the main issues, these submissions briefly address a number of

preliminary matters that do not fit neatly into the main issues.

The ROMP

10. The ROMP allows for on-going operations which effectively form the baseline

against which potential impacts need to be assessed. The conditions attached to the

ROMP differ in certain key respects from the Appeal Proposal i.e. longer hours of

working, no restriction on vehicle movements. The revocation of the ROMP will be

a benefit. As TK said it will create certainty. However, RM was clear that the he

did not place great weight on its proposed revocation as a consequence of the

limited economic reserves that remain within the quarry.

11. As agreed by GG in XX, the appeal proposal will represent an intensification of the

current use that has gone on over the last four years. However, that as RM pointed

out in XIC that would not necessarily be the case if assessed against a slightly

longer time horizon given that the quarry was a major production unit up until 2003

and continued to sell from the site until 2007. In any event, BCF’s focus on

intensification was misplaced: the scheme should be considered on its own merits

to determine whether it represents an appropriate use of land.

12. Similarly misplaced was BCF’s preoccupation with the works carried out under the

ROMP. All the monitoring reports and the investigation into the complaint
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demonstrate is the Council’s view that the works were carried out under the

existing permission and, further, that Gilpin has worked hard to ensure that the

ROMP conditions were fulfilled.

The permit application

13. Waste planning authorities should work on the assumption that the relevant

pollution control regime will be properly applied and enforced. RM draws together

the matters that will be addressed by the EA as part of the application for the permit

and that will subsequently be controlled through that process and conditions

attached to any permit issued and so do not need to be duplicated in any planning

permission.10 These are:

(i) Permitted waste types that can be accepted at the site;

(ii) A Management Plan setting out details of the management structure,

management systems, training and competence;

(iii) Technical arrangements employed in the waste management operations;

(iv) Resource management arrangements setting out details of the consumption,

management and minimisation of raw materials, water and energy. This will

be assessed by the EA and reported on within the decision document;

(v) Emissions management, providing details on all emission control measures

that are proposed to be adopted including those to control point source

releases to air/water, fugitive release to air/water, odour, noise and nuisance

issues. The adequacy of these measures will be assessed by the EA and their

conclusions set out in the decision document. Appropriate conditions will be

10 M74, §5.2.30-5.2.32.
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applied to ensure that all such control measures are adopted and properly

applied;

(vi) Accident management setting out details of the proposed accident

management arrangements that will be employed at the site and that will be

controlled through the EP (both safety and environmental);

(vii) A Closure Plan to demonstrate that the operator is aware of and can manage

the issues and controls associated with ultimate closure of the plant; and

(viii) Justification that the proposal represents the Best Available Technique (BAT).

This will include an assessment of proposed techniques against alternatives

and the inclusion of a statement on why those techniques that are proposed for

use are the best available. The decision document accompanying the Permit

will detail the EA conclusions in respect of this matter.

14. These matters ought no to be duplicated here. Whilst the Appellant has been

criticised for not making an application for a permit to date there is no requirement

to do so, all parties will be afforded the opportunity of participation in the permit

application and, importantly, the permitting authority has taken an active role in

this application to which it does not object.

The market for IBA and C&D

The IBAA market

15. Much was also made of the absence of empirical data on the market for IBA.

However, it is simply not possible to predict precisely where the market will be in

the absence of a product to market. Even with a product, it will depend on whether

development is taking place and who is in the market for recycled or secondary

aggregate at any particular time. Gilpin have therefore spoken with clients and with

aggregate suppliers to determine the likely level of interest in the product once it
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comes on stream. On the basis of those discussions, they have estimated a market

that lies generally to the east of Buckfastleigh. This is reflected in the traffic

distribution set out in the transport assessment. It also accounts for the likely higher

level of competition within the Plymouth market from China Clay waste originating

in both St Austell and Lee Moor. For TK to ignore this evidence simply because it

is not supported by empirical data is unsound and serves only to distort the proper

consideration of the application in terms of site location.

Condition 8

16. There is no proper basis on which to construe condition 8 to the Devonport

planning permission as limiting the intended market for IBAA to Plymouth. The

word local is undefined in the condition and so not expressly limited to the PCC

administrative area. Moreover, the condition has been discharged – a fact that TK

was unaware of when he gave evidence – and it has been discharged on the basis of

a scheme that contemplates an IBAA market that extends well beyond Plymouth.11

The C&D market

17. Similar considerations apply in respect of C&D waste. A split of 65/35 in favour of

destinations east of Buckfastleigh is again a best estimate derived from their

experience. BCF submitted extracts from 1st Aggregate Report 2013.12 This shows

that, as TK acknowledged, contracts are difficult to predict and will inevitably vary

over time. It is unrealistic to assume that the market can therefore be specified

precisely. Experience is often the only way of predicting the market. Secondly, it

shows that whilst Plymouth is a large market, even within Devon, the majority of

development will take place outside the Plymouth area. As RM said in XIC, when

the potential within Somerset is added in, then the merits of a location at

Buckfastleigh become obvious.

11 CD.P2.
12 ID.24.
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Main issues

18. In opening this Inquiry, the Inspector, identified the following main issues around

which these closing submissions are structured:

(i) Waste management and the compatibility of the proposed development with

national and local wate policy;

(ii) The effects of the proposed development on:

a) The character and appearance of the area;

b) The living conditions of nearby residents and the amenity of the area,

with particular reference to noise, vibration and disturbance;

c) The local road network, highway safety and whether suitable access to

the site could be achieved;

d) Protected species and nature conservation;

e) Air quality and water pollution, and any implications for health, quality

of life and amenity; and

f) Tourism and the local economy.

(iii) Whether alternative sites to meet the need is a material consideration in this

case, and if so, the suitability and availability of such sites; and

(iv) Whether the benefits of the scheme would be sufficient to outweigh any harm

that might be caused.
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Submissions on the main issues

National and local waste policy

19. It is convenient under this heading to address also the National Planning Policy

Framework (“the NPPF”) as well as the development plan.

National waste policy – PPS10

20. RM has demonstrated the compliance of the proposed development with national

waste policy in the form of PPS10,13 Waste Strategy for England 200714 and the

Government Review of Waste Policy 2011.15 All three documents are plainly

material considerations to the determination of this appeal.

21. It is agreed between the parties that PPS10 is the principal national planning policy

in relation to Sustainable Waste Management. TK and CW agreed as much in XX.

The position is unchanged by the publication of the DEFRA consultation version of

the Waste Management Plan for England 2013 (which will eventually replace the

Waste Strategy for England 2007).16 TK agreed that compliance with PPS10 should

be afforded significant weight in the determination of this appeal.

22. PPS10 recognises that the planning system is considered pivotal to the adequate

and timely provision of the new facilities that will be needed to deliver such a step

change17. It further emphasises the important role that positive planning has to play

in the delivery of sustainable waste management through the provision of sufficient

opportunities for new waste management facilities of the right type, in the right

place and at the right time.18 TK agreed in XX that, given the expected

commissioning of the Devonport EfW in the Autumn of next year, there was a

“pressing” need for the IBA facility and that this proposal comprised the right

13 CD.K3.
14 CD.K7.
15 CD.K6.
16 ID.84.
17 CD.K3, §1.
18 CD.K3, §2.
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facility at the right time and in the right place in so far as it is in Devon. In fact,

following Re-X it was clear that the only point of non-compliance with PPS10 that

TK now pursues is that the Appeal Site is not the right place within Devon. That

issue is dealt with under alternatives below.

23. The proposed development will contribute to the key planning objectives of

PPS1019 by:

(i) Addressing waste as a resource, driving waste up the waste hierarchy

(through the diversion of some 85ktpa from landfill)20 and looking to disposal

as the last option (agreed by TK in XX);

(ii) Providing a framework for communities to take responsibility for their own

waste. TK agreed in XX that the IBA is derived from the waste arisings of the

SWDWP area which includes Buckfastleigh.21 The proposed development

will also resulting in the timely provision of a new waste management

facility, the need for which has been agreed with the Council through the

Statement of Common Ground;22

(iii) Helping to deliver the wider objectives and targets of the national waste

strategy in particular by driving waste up the waste hierarchy and diverting

waste from landfill23 and helping to achieve the targets laid down for the

reuse, recycling and recovery of construction and demolition wastes set down

by Article 11 of the rWFD24;

19 CD.K3, §10.
20 Agreed by TK in XX and see CD.G5, §5.1(e).
21 See in this regard CD.E4, §7.10.
22 CD.G5, §5.1.
23 Thus, as TK agreed, complying with Art.4 of the rWFD (CD.L2). It should be noted in this regard that
the EA has confirmed it is satisfied that the deposit of material in the quarry void will constitute a recovery
operation (M77, App.4). The Inspector raised the question of whether the minimal amount of waste was
used. If pumping is to be avoid then the platform must be higher than the rill which is at 58/59m AOD.
24 Agreed by TK in XX.
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(iv) The fact that it could be delivered without significant or unacceptable harm,

to human health and/or the environment. A point with which DCC agrees.25

BCF concerns are addressed below;26 and

(v) Addressing the needs of a wide range of interests including the local

community, local businesses and the waste collection and disposal authorities

and will help introduce competitiveness into the market for C&D recycling,

all of which TK agreed.

24. Paragraph 24 of PPS10 provides that unallocated sites should be considered

favourably for the location of new WMF where they are consistent with the policies

of PPS10, including paragraph 21, and with the waste planning authority’s core

strategy thereby establishing a presumption in favour of development that complies

with this. RM has demonstrated that the Appeal Site scores highly when considered

against the criteria for the development of unallocated sites.27

25. TK confirmed in XX that the Council raised no objection in relation to any of the

criteria contained in Annex E, that there was no cumulative effects of other WMF

to consider in this case and that in this case there were no practical and beneficial

modes of transport other than road. TK abandoned his point in relation to PPS10’s

preference for previously developed land.28 He confirmed this in Re-X. Even so,

the point, as TK accepted, only goes to alternatives and, furthermore, the reality on

the ground is that appeal site is heavily disturbed ground with an extant quarry

permission that runs until 2042.29 TK agreed that it was appropriate to take that

reality on the ground into account when assessing the relevance of the stated

preference for PDL in PPS10. It is understood that it was this factor that led TK to

cease pursuit of this point.

25 And, of course, neither the EA nor NE object.
26 As TK came to understand, the requirement to dispose waste in one of the nearest appropriate
installations does not apply to this proposal. These submissions return to this issue in the context of the
minimisation of waste miles.
27 CD.K3, §21 and 24. See M74, §5.2.34-5.2.42.
28 CD.K3, §21(ii) and see §7.10 of DCC1.
29 See M74, §5.2.39.
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26. In Re-X, TK was clear that to all intents and purposes the Appellant and DCC are

agreed that the appeal proposal complies with PPS10. The only outstanding issue is

whether the Appeal Site is in the right place. TK agrees that it is when the

resolution is at the County and SWDWP level but not when the resolution is finer.

This issue is addressed below.

Other national waste policy

27. At the heart of the Waste Strategy for England and the Government Review of

Waste Policy is the need to drive waste up the waste hierarchy, divert waste from

landfill and move towards a zero waste economy (meaning not that there is no

waste but that no waste goes to landfill). It is a matter of agreement between the

Appellant and the Council that the proposed development both drives waste up the

waste hierarchy and diverts it from landfill. Accordingly, the twin objectives that

lie at the heart of the remaining national waste policy are furthered by this

development. These policy objectives are restated in the Waste Plan for England

2013.30

28. The conformity of the proposed development with both PPS10 (as well as Waste

Strategy for England 200731 and the Government Review of Waste Policy 2011)

should be afforded significant weight in the determination of this appeal.

Particularly so where the inquiry is in a position where the Council – with the

caveat expressed above – agrees the proposal complies with PPS10 and the where

the BCF case simply did not engage with national waste policy (by way of example

CW – BCF’s principle planning witness did not analyse compliance with PPS10

(he referred to it once in his proof and that was to betray a misunderstanding of the

proximity principle), 32 neither MR mention it despite the fact that that document

sets out how health matters are to be dealt with in connection to applications for

WMFs). BCF’s concerns were expressed by reference to the NPPF.

30 See M74, §5.4.1-5.4.3, §5.5.1-5.5.5 and ID.84.
31 CD.K7.
32 CW p/e, §27.
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National planning policy – the NPPF

29. The NPPF does not contain specific waste management policies. PPS10 was one of

the few planning documents to survive the publication of the NPPF and it remains

the principal planning policy document in relation to WM.

30. RM provides a full analysis of the proposed development’s compliance with the

NPPF and these closing submissions adopt and endorse that work.33 The proposed

development meets the three pillars of sustainable development: as TK agreed it

provides a social role by meeting community needs to treat waste, an economic role

through the provision of jobs and the support of local businesses34 and an

environmental role by maximising the recycling and recovery of waste and

reducing the need for the use of natural resources whilst providing these benefits

without harm to the environment or the community (TK’s agreement with regards

the latter being that the Council do not take any point in relation to environmental

harm). As sustainable development the proposed development should benefit from

the presumption in favour of sustainable development set out within paragraph 14

of the NPPF.35 As set out below, the scheme accords with the development plan

and this means that the proposal should be approved without delay.36

31. Analysing the proposed development against the NPPF core principles, RM

concluded that the proposed development:

33 M74, §5.3.1-5.3.24.
34 TK agreed by reference to CD.K1, §18-20 that the economic role was central to the concept of
sustainable development.
35 For the reasons set out by RMEL and dealt with below (namely that with the mitigation now proposed
there is no likely significant effect on the South Hams SAC (the designated area in relation to which an AA
was carried out), this is not development that requires AA and so paragraph 119 does not apply. If the
contrary view is taken, M74, §5.3.12-5.3.15 applies. Where an AA was undertaken and concludes that there
is no adverse effect on integrity there is no logical reason that the presumption in favour should not apply.
36 CD.K1, §14. It is interesting to note the test where the development plan is absent, silent or out of date (a
situation we do not suggest arises here): that permission should be granted unless any adverse impacts
would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits. It is the disadvantages that must demonstrably
outweigh the advantages and not the other way round indicating the underlying theme behind the NPPF –
that sustainable development should not be delayed.
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(i) Accords fully with the development plan;

(ii) Constitutes balanced and sustainable economic development in its own right

as well as having the potential to contribute towards enhancing sustainability

for other local businesses in the construction industry or the supply chain;

(iii) Can be developed and operated without unacceptable impact on the

environment or on local communities;

(iv) Will serve to enhance the environment and reduce pollution through its

significant contribution towards the diversion of waste from landfill;

(v) Forms part of the reduction in carbon emissions that was taken into account

in the granting of planning permission for the Devonport EfW; and

(vi) Supports sustainable patterns of growth, with the Appeal Site being well

located relative to the origins of the waste and the prospective markets for the

product.

32. Conflict with the NPPF forms no part of the Council’s case at the inquiry. The only

reference to the NPPF made by the Council was in the context of RR1. The Council

referred to paragraphs 9 and 109 in relation to RR1 in the clarification letter (no

mention of these paragraphs was made in the Council’s statement of case or in the

context of the remaining reason for refusal). As TK agreed in XX he provided no

analysis of the proposal’s compliance with the NPPF. He simply set out six

paragraphs in his proof that are not referred to in any of RR1, RR2, the Council’s

Statement of Case nor the clarification letter37 (he did not rely on paragraphs 9 and

109). In XX, however, TK was taken to these paragraphs and agreed that with the

withdrawal of RR1 the Council did not suggest conflict with them.

37 CD.F2.
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33. These paragraphs did, however, form part of BCF’s case. Albeit that it needs to be

recorded that CW, who was put forward as BCF’s planning witness, did not grapple

with the issue of whether or not the proposal complies with the NPPF so that as he

conceded in XX his conclusion that there was conflict had no support in his own

evidence. Indeed, CH’s opening submissions were structured around paragraph 9

and in particular the aim to improve the quality of the natural environment and

people’s quality of life. These aims are overarching guiding principles which sit in

the context of a document that underlying it all is encouraging of development

(recall the concerns that abounded that the policies in the NPPF and its draft would

amount to an assault on the countryside). This passage should be applied having in

mind the general encouragement for sustainable development and having regard to

the particular development proposed. The reality is that no WMF will improve the

quality of the built, natural or historic environment. That does not mean they should

not be built. The management of waste is a requirement of every day life. How to

do that sustainably is set out in PPS10 with which BCF have not grappled. In any

event, the proposed development does create jobs, it does not harm the environment

(and the requirement of a move from net loss of biodiversity to net gains must be

read in the context of the detailed paragraph on this issue – paragraph 109 – which

says loss should be minimised and gains provided where possible – precisely what

this development achieves (recall RMEL’s judgment that overall there is an

enhancement to biodiversity with the mitigation measures and enhancements in

place)) and it will not harm amenity for the reasons set out below. Reading this

paragraph in isolation without regard to PPS10 and so demanding only

development that improves the built, natural and historic environment is not a

tenable approach to the management of waste in our country. To do so would be the

antithesis of the positive planning required for the timely delivery of WMFs

required under PPS10. As to paragraph 109, as already recorded the Council see no

conflict with it, and moreover: no serious landscape case has been put forward at

this inquiry, impacts on biodiversity have been minimised and enhancements

provided and there will be no unacceptable level of soil, air, water or noise

pollution. All these issues are addressed in more detail below.
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34. In all the circumstances, including the issues analysed below, the conclusion must

be that a development that provides an essential service for the SWDWP area of

which Buckfastleigh is a part (social), from which economic benefits flow in terms

of the direct and indirect jobs, the creation of a recycling centre for local businesses

and a supply of secondary and recycled aggregate for construction programmes in

the area (economic) all in a way which will not cause environmental harm (both in

terms of biodiversity and living conditions in Buckfastleigh) (environmental), must

amount to sustainable development under the NPPF.

The development plan (including local waste policy)

35. The starting point for the determination of any planning application is the

development plan. Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act provides:

“If regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of
any determination to be made under the planning Acts the
determination must be made in accordance with the plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.”

36. As TK accepts, the statutory test, properly formulated, is whether the proposal

scheme accords with the development plan as a whole.38

37. The development plan in this case consists of the DWLP, the DMLP and the TLP.

As set out in the Statement of Common Ground the Regional Strategy for the South

West (Revocation) Order 2013 also revoked all saved policies of the DSP from 20

May 2013 so that the DSP no longer therefore forms part of the Development

Plan.39 All parties are now agreed (as confirmed by TK and CW in XX) that the

application should not have been advertised as a departure application.

38 In R v Rochdale MBC ex parte Milne (No.2) [2001] Env. L.R. 22 at 50 Mr Justice Sullivan (as he was
then) held that for the purposes of section 54A of the 1990 Act it is enough that a proposal accords with the
development plan considered as a whole and that it does not have to accord with each and every policy
therein. The same principle should apply to section 38(6) of the 2004 Act.
39 CD.G5, §4.3.
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38. Further, the Appellant and the Council are agreed that the proposal is in accord with

all policies in the development plan save WPC1(ii), WPP20 and, as a consequence,

WPP4. It should be noted that RR2 the single remaining reason for refusal pursued

by the Council does not allege any policy or development plan policy conflict

whatsoever40, 41 and these points of development plan conflict are taken outwith the

terms of the RR sanctioned by Members.

Devon Waste Local Plan

39. The policy conflict alleged can be reduced to a single point: the alleged failure to

minimise the transportation of waste by road.

40. There are a number of contextual points to be made with regards to the Council’s

approach to this issue:

(i) First, underlying this allegation was a misunderstanding of the proximity

principle. TK did not appreciate that the proximity principle as now contained

in PPS10 (paragraph 3, 4th bullet) and the rWFD does not apply to this

proposal. He accepted that it did not in XX and confirmed that in Re-X. This

was a fundamental misapprehension of plain law (rWFD) and policy (PPS10)

that went to the heart of the Council’s case on and approach to minimisation

of waste miles. The consequence of which was that the Council sought to

minimise waste miles by reference to the need to manage waste as close to the

place of its production as possible. First, that does not reflect the proximity

principle as now expressed by PPS10 (in one of the nearest appropriate

installations – a phrase which admits consideration of the relative merits of

different management methods, i.e. it is ok to transport waste further to

recover it as opposed to dispose of it). Secondly, it does not begin to pick up

40 CD.G5, §4.8 and §4.12 and, further, the agreement of TK in XX (he expressly agreed there was no
conflict with WPC2 and WPC3 and that the sole conflict with WPC1 was with criterion (ii)). TK confirmed
in XIC that he no longer suggests conflict with WPP29 and accepts RM’s evidence at M74, §6.3.30-6.3.36.
Further, RWQC confirmed that the Council did not allege conflict with policy MP13 of the DMLP. This
policy is addressed further below.
41 The adequacy of RR2 when judged against the requirements of the costs circular and the DMPO are
considered further below.
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on the point that the principle does not apply in any event to this proposal as

TK conceded.

(ii) Secondly, the DWLP was predicated on PPG10 and Waste Strategy 2000. It

had to be updated to account for the introduction of PPS10. This explains the

references to handling waste as close as possible to the point of production.

References that are hangovers from PPG10. As RM said, whilst the plan is

generally up to date and in conformity with PPS10 care is required where it

lapses into the old PPG10 language.

(iii) Thirdly, TK confirmed that no alternative is being put forward on the basis of

alternative modes of transport. Rightly so. As RM explained in XIC that

whilst there was historically a rail line serving the area occupied by the EfW

at Devonport the track has been removed and there is no other available

sidings in the Naval Dockyard. There is, in short, no possibility of IBA

leaving Devonport by rail which makes the presence or otherwise of sidings at

alternative sites irrelevant. As to water, there is no wharfage available on the

Naval Dockyard. The only conceivable wharfage is on the far side of

Plymouth at Cattedown but this would require double handling of the IBA and

a drive through the centre of Plymouth. In any event, as RM explained in XIC,

there is no existing IBA processing capacity at any of the existing river linked

processing plants (Tilbury, Rainham and Ridham) and, moreover, export to

Essex or Kent would not meet the requirements of Condition 8 to the

Devonport EfW permission. It follows there are no alternatives to transport by

road (which TK agreed in XX) whether the Appeal Site or an alternative

location is considered.

(iv) Fourthly, TK and the Council failed to demonstrate any harm arising from the

transport of waste. Indeed, no attempt was made to establish harm. TK

confirmed that two types of harm arise from the failure to minimise the

transport of waste: amenity issues and carbon emissions. The Council does not
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pursue the first as demonstrated by the withdrawal RR1 and confirmed by TK

in XX. TK conceded that the harm he relied on was in relation to carbon

emissions. This alleged harm was completely unsubstantiated. No analysis of

either the relative waste miles of alternative sites or the relative carbon

emissions has been provided by the Council. This failure was in circumstances

where the carbon footprint of the Devonport EfW was assessed on the express

basis that IBA was reprocessed at the Appeal Site – an assessment that the

Council did not impugn I anyway.42 Furthermore, TK only relied on the

transportation of waste – i.e. the waste miles to the Appeal Site. It was wholly

illogical to focus only on the inputs (and only part of those: no reliance is

made by the Council on C&D inputs) when this is a processing site that makes

product for onward sale – especially where the concern is carbon emissions

which will be produced whether or not the vehicle is carrying waste or

product. RWQC’s example put in XX of RM provided a neat illustration of

importance of considering the onward market. RWQC went further than TK

and did consider the onward destination of processed material from the site

but not the return journey of the transporting vehicle. As RM point out when

that was factored in the analysis revealed the location of the processing

facility did not drive the difference between locations in terms of total vehicle

miles.

(v) Fifthly, the Council’s concern must be more apparent than real when one

considers that the Appeal Site is in the general location endorsed by Jacobs

and that one of the alternatives proposed by the Council – Heathfield – is

farther away from the Devonport EfW than the Appeal Site. This is a neat

demonstration of the Council’s un-evidenced and internally incoherent

approach to this issue.

41. Turning to the policies themselves. It is important to bear in mind that policy

should be interpreted objectively in accordance with the language used and read in

42 M77, §2.24.
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its proper context (see Tesco Stores Limited v Dundee City Council [2012]

UKSC13 at [18]). The Council has failed to consider policies WPC1(ii) and WPP20

in context.

42. TK confirmed that the only conflict alleged with policy WPC1 was with criterion

(ii) (minimising the transportation of waste). This is highly significant as this policy

is an overarching policy that requires compliance with the objectives of the plan

and for a proposal to form part of an integrated and sustainable waste management

strategy for the County.

43. TK agreed in XX all the objectives are relevant (he had not referred to them all in

his evidence, however) and that the appeal proposal moved waste up the waste

hierarchy (objective 5); contributed to the self-sufficiency of Devon (objective 7);

that, by reference to OR,43 the appeal proposal formed part of an integrated waste

management strategy for Devon and the SWDWP areas (objective 8), in particular,

and that the proposal complied with all the remaining objectives that were relevant

save for that relating to waste miles (objective 6).

44. Objective 6 was predicated upon the Regional Waste Strategy for the South West

which included a sequential approach to the location of WMFs with preference

given to sites within ten miles of large urban areas.44 Of course regional planning is

no longer with us. As TK agreed in XX that fact must reduce the weight to be

applied to this particular objective. In any event, the DWLP was quite clear that

Objective 6 needed to be applied flexibly.45 The further relevant factor here is that

the objective is limited to the consideration of the transport of waste. As RM

pointed out, the appeal proposal does not comprise the end destination for the

material sent there (by contrast to landfill or in large part an EfW facility). The

onward journey of the product must be taken into account in the current

43 CD.E4, §5.11 in which the officer’s concluded and TK agreed that the proposed development is part of
an integrated waste management proposal for Devon.
44 CD.H1, §3.7.1.
45 CD.H1, §3.7.2. With regards the remainder of that paragraph and as already mentioned: TK agreed that
there was no opportunity to transport by rail or water and no relevant previous waste uses in the area.
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circumstances. This much is expressly recognised in the supporting text to policy

WPC1 which at paragraph 6.2.5 expressly envisages the current circumstances

when it says there will be exceptions to the managing waste as near as possible to

its place of production “for example, it may be more appropriate for the

reprocessing or re-use of waste to be carried out nearer the market for the products

than the source of the waste.” It is precisely that situation that applies here.

45. Policy WPC1 also requires a proposal to form part of an integrated and sustainable

waste management strategy (this point is, in fact, covered by both Objectives 4 and

8). TK was right to agree that the proposal forms part of an integrated waste

management strategy. He had provided no analysis of this issue in his written

evidence (by contrast RM had46 as had officer’s given it consideration as indicated

above). RM concludes that the proposed development will form part of an

integrated and sustainable network of waste management facilities by:

(i) Its links to the Devonport EfW which also lies within and serves the South

West Devon Waste Partnership area;

(ii) Treating C&D waste in the MRF which arises from local construction and

demolition operations, thereby providing local businesses with an opportunity

to manage their waste arisings in a cost effective and sustainable manner; and

(iii) The benefits derived from the co-location of the MRF and the IBA processing

facilities which include the ability to blend processed IBA and C&D waste to

form a greater range of products and the obvious commercial benefits of

being able to manage two operations from a single site with shared

administration and marketing.

46. TK said it was “fair to say” the proposal was integrated at the site level as well as

forming part of an integrated strategy at the County level. Again, whilst RM

46 M77, §2.11.
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provides a detailed analysis of sustainability,47 TK did not even in the context of the

single issue he raises (waste miles) – whereas he agrees that the concept of

sustainable development is a multifaceted one.

47. Turning then to the criteria and the single point of alleged conflict with WPC1,

criterion (ii). First, it is important to note that paragraph 6.27 of the DWLP

expressly says that it is not possible to attach weight to the relative importance of

the principles of sustainable waste management and the waste hierarchy. The

Council however applied overriding weight to but one of the principles –

minimising the transportation of waste. This was particularly surprising given that

the DWLP expressly says there will be exceptions to the need to manage waste as

near as possible to its place of production as identified above. Properly applied the

weight to be attached to each of the criteria will vary from case to case and this is a

case where the weight to be applied to criterion (ii) may properly be reduced for the

above reason.

48. The word minimise must be read in the totality of the above context. To read it to

imply a requirement to consider the relative merits of different sites purely in terms

of waste miles would be to ignore (a) the fact that the DWLP recognises that there

will be exceptions, (b) the up to date proximity principle in PPS10, (c) to prioritise

the issue of waste miles over other objectives contrary to the recognition in the

DWLP that it is not possible to proscribed the relative weights to be attributed to

the various principles comprising sustainable waste management, (d) to ignore the

fact that C&D waste is to be processed on site and not just IBA, (e) to ignore the

fact that the Appeal Site will produce a product for onward markets and (f) to bring

an effective halt to development: it would require an analysis of alternatives in each

and every case whether or not the proposed development was otherwise an

acceptable use of land – that is contrary to clearly established legal principles that

recognize that alternatives are relevant only in exceptional circumstances (R (oao J

(A Child)) v North Warwickshire Borough Council [2001] EWCA Civ 315 at [30]).

47 M77, §2.12-2.34.
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49. As was put to TK in XX, it would mean his preferred site of Moorcroft would not

be permissible were Ernesettle Lane available. That cannot be the proper

application of this policy when read fairly and in context.

50. As to WPP20, as TK confirmed in XX, there is no conflict alleged save with the

first sentence. That sentence must be read together with the second sentence which

says that proposals which fail to maximise the use of alternative modes will not be

permitted. TK agrees there are no options other than road and confirms he alleges

no conflict with the second sentence of WPP20. Further TK agreed that there was a

need to transport the IBA in this case because there was no opportunity to process it

at Devonport. It follows that that transport must be by road. Paragraph 7.4.9.5 says

where transport by road is unavoidable sites should be restricted as far as possible

to the SRN including the A38 – which is where the Appeal Site is located.

Furthermore, Jacob’s own evidence is that the location is broadly suitable.48 The

policy itself is about seeking to minimise the need to transport waste, especially by

road, as opposed to the number of miles. Here there is an unavoidable need to

transport by road. However, the justification text and the plan more generally refers

to the need to reduce waste miles but at paragraph 7.4.9.5, where waste miles are

referred to in the context of WPP20, it is in relation to the need to reduce harm to

local amenity and the environment. As TK agreed the Council do not put forward

either an amenity or an environmental objection and it is these factors that underlie

the desire to reduce waste miles.

51. Policy WPP4 permits new waste management facilities on unallocated sites subject

to compliance with other relevant policies of the DWLP and where it can be

demonstrated that the proposed development would contribute towards the

achievement of an integrated and sustainable strategy for the management of waste

within the County. The latter part of this policy has already been addressed. It

should be noted that, in contrast to other policies (such as WPP28, 29 and 30 (none

48 D3, §5.3.2.
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of which apply to this development), policy WPP4 does not require any sequential

preference to be given to allocated sites over unallocated sites. It is only the conflict

with WPC1(ii) and WPP20 that is alleged by the Council to give rise to conflict

with policy WPP4 and this issue has been addressed above. As to the BCF case and

conflict with environmental policies this is dealt with below.

52. Bizarrely given TK’s position at the inquiry, Jacob’s own analysis (dated May 2013

and which forms part of TK’s evidence) is one of policy compliance including

those policies the TK now alleges conflict with: WPC1, WPP4 and WPP20.49

Devon Minerals Plan

53. RWQC made it plain that the Council do not allege conflict with policy MP13 of

the DMP. Neither is this a point which has been pursued by BCF. TK did in answer

to the Inspector’s questions offer a personal view that “on first glance” there

appeared to him to be a conflict but the issue is fully considered by RM and the

Inspector is invited to prefer his analysis.50

Teignbridge Local Plan

54. The Council agree that there is no policy conflict with the TLP. 51

The emerging development plan

55. TK referred to only two policies in the emerging development plan documents.

First, emerging policy WDMP7 of the DWP (which the Appellant and Council are

agreed can be afforded limited weight)52 which TK agreed in XX does not add

anything to the alleged conflict with WPP20 (especially so when he confirmed the

only alleged conflict was with the first sentence of WDMP7 and that the appeal

proposal complied with the remainder of the policy). The remainder of the relevant

49 D3, §6.9.3 and Table 6-H.
50 M74, §6.4.1-6.4.10.
51 CD.G5, §4.11 and 4.12.
52 CD.G5, §4.16.
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policies are agreed to be complied with.53 Secondly, policy of S1 of PT which TK

confirmed was no longer alleged to be breached following the withdrawal of RR1.

The remainder of the relevant policies are also agreed to be complied with.54

Conclusion

56. In the Appellant’s submission the appeal proposal accords with the development

plan and, accordingly, benefits from the presumption under section 38(6) of the

2004 Act.

Effects of the proposed development

Character and appearance of the area

57. The Appellant is alone in that it has conducted a full LVIA.55 The LVIA has not

even been referred to let alone challenged in evidence during this inquiry. It is only

BCF that takes the point. But it is a point taken without any conviction, expert

evidence or an alternative LVIA. It was left to CW to deal with the issue but his

proof hardly touches upon landscape matters at all and, moreover, he admitted in

XX that he had not even read the Appellant’s LVIA. In the circumstances there is

no case which has been put before the inquiry on which the proposal could be

refused on landscape and visual impact grounds.

58. That should be of no surprise given that the IBA processing facility would not be

visible from outside the quarry and the MRF facility would be seen in the context

of existing site and the A38 infrastructure as well as being screened in large part by

existing vegetation.

59. The only significant change brought about by the development will be the removal

of the dolerite spur. However, the effect of this will be to reveal more of the quarry

walls which already form part of the character of the area. Indeed, which CW called

53 CD.G5, §4.19 and 4.20.
54 CD.G5, §4.22 and 4.23 (save for policy S1A which TK did not pursue in evidence).
55 As contained in chpt.8 of the ES. CD.A4 as updated in the Addendum ES (CD.E12).
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“iconic.” Revealing more of an existing feature will neither change the landscape

area nor cause any harm. In short, the quarry walls form part of the landscape

character now and would continue to do so post-development.

60. The Appellant and the Council agree that the proposed development would not

have a significant adverse effect on the setting of the National Park or on the visual

amenity of residents within Buckfastleigh and that the proposal generally accords

with all relevant development plan and emerging planning policies for the

protection of landscape and visual amenity.56 Further, the DNPA does not object.57

Living conditions of nearby residents and the amenity of the area, with particular

reference to noise, vibration and disturbance

61. The Council’s officers concluded, in agreement with the TDC EHO,58 that there

was no reasonable ground to object to the proposal on noise subject to the

imposition of conditions.59 When the Members went against that advice (which was

itself based in part on a report the Council had specially commissioned in response

to local concerns in relation to traffic noise at the application stage),60 the Council

employed further outside consultants – Jacobs – who are now also satisfied that

there is no basis on which to refuse planning permission on noise grounds.

62. As a result of which a Statement of Common Ground on noise has been agreed

between the Council and the Appellant which records that the calculated noise

levels at all residential receptors from proposed on site activities are below 55dBA

LAeq 30 mins (being the limit agreed by TDC and stricter than that under the ROMP)

with the provision of a 3m high berm, that changes in road traffic noise would be

less than 1dB, that there were no issues with regards to construction (including

blasting) noise and vibration. The proposed conditions will ensure that vibration

56 CD.G5, §5.18-5.19.
57 Note, too, that landscape impacts were screened out in the PINS screening document (CD.A15).
58 CD.E4, §3.4.
59 CD.E4, §6.107.
60 CD.E4, §6.34 and 6.105 and CD.C1.
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and air overpressure resulting from blasting would properly monitored and there

would be no significant effects at surrounding receptors.

63. It is no surprise then that the only noise expert to address the inquiry was AM. BCF

relied on CW who does not have any professional noise qualifications. He

confirmed that he did not call into doubt the experience and expertise of any of the

experts referred to above including AM. He acknowledged that he did not provided

any alternative model to that agreed between Appellant and Jacobs/ DCC (meaning

the only noise model before the inquiry is that agreed by DCC and Appellant and it

is unchallenged in any meaningful way).

64. CW made two principal points with regard to noise: first, that the quarry acts as an

amphitheatre and, second, that the proposed development would lead to an

unacceptable increase in noise from traffic. Neither point stands up to scrutiny.

65. As AM explained the noise model takes into account the detailed topography of the

Appeal Site and it’s the surroundings, including the quarry face. Moreover, the

quarry face is modelled as hard reflective surfaces (i.e. the quarry face and floor do

not absorb noise) so that the “amphitheatre effect” is accounted for. As to the berm:

the noise model takes into account noise propagating in all directions from the

crusher and screening equipment (and all other noise sources in the model),

including that propagating towards the quarry face. The reflected noise from the

quarry face is taken into account in the calculation of the resultant noise levels at

the sensitive receptors. The agreed position between DCC and Appellant is that

with the berm the noise at all receptors is below 55dBA.

66. As to road traffic noise, the agreed position between the Appellant and the Council

is that the calculated changes in road traffic noise levels at all receptors resulting

from the proposed additional site traffic on the public road network is less than 1dB

which is assessed as negligible under the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges.61

61 See M38, §4.20.
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Indeed, it is a level that is imperceptible. Moreover, there are existing HGVs on the

B3380.62 So the maximum noise levels at receptors will not change. The frequency,

of course, will. For the “maximum capped” scenario (which can only happen ten

per cent of the time) there would be a maximum of 19 additional HGVs on the

Plymouth Road and 16 on the Strode Road an hour will occur.63 On average there

will be an extra 6 and 4 respectively.64 Given the 9 and 16 HGVs an hour that

currently use the Plymouth and Strode Roads respectively allied with the 135 and

179 other vehicles using those roads respectively in the same hour as well as the

background noise from the A38, the impacts cannot properly be considered

significant. The increase in the frequency of events is in the Appellant’s submission

(and as agreed by all noise experts that have in put into this application) is

insignificant.

67. All CW has done to counter this is to take some readings with a noise meter. Whilst

the inquiry saw the machine, it has no detail of its type and capabilities, no proof of

proper calibration, no log of the readings, no information as to when, where and

how often the readings were taken nor as to the weather conditions at the time

(aside from CW saying it was fine). Even with all those caveats as to the quality

and reliability of the data, all the inquiry has been provided is a measure of existing

noise levels. As CW agreed in XX, existing noise levels tells one nothing about the

impact of the proposed development. No alternative assessment of impact at any

receptor has been provided.

68. It follows that the noise evidence of the Appellant (supported by various other

experts) should be preferred.

Local road network, highway safety and access

69. Only BCF and members of the public object on traffic grounds. The Council

withdrew RR1 on specialist advice. Neither does the Highway’s Agency object.

62 M38, §7.25.
63 M38, §7.28.
64 M38, §7.27.
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There is a detailed Statement of Common Ground setting down the work that has

been done between the Appellant and the Council’s expert which concluded in the

Council’s view that RR1 could not be sustained.65

70. NR’s evidence, the only traffic expert that the inquiry heard from, alongside the

Statement of Common Ground established the following:

(i) There is no evidence to support the suggestion that the addition of a modest

flow of traffic onto the B3380 would decrease the level of safety enjoyed by

highway users. In the 9 years between 2003-2011 (the available data) there

have been 5 recorded collisions on the B3380 resulting in personal injury;

none involving pedestrians or HGVs and one of which involved a pedal

cyclist. This represents a very low incidence which does not point to any

particular area of concern;66

(ii) The A38 and the B3380 has currently and for the foreseeable future will have

more than sufficient spare capacity to accommodate the “capped maximum”

daily flow of traffic;67

(iii) The proposed revision to the layout of the B3380 in the vicinity of the site

access junction will provide a significant improvement to pedestrian crossing

facilities. It will also improve the current left turn movement out of the site

access by large vehicles and the current right turning movements into both

side roads. It will have no impact on other movements. The junction will

continue to operate well within its capacity with the addition of the

development related traffic;68

65 ID.21.3.
66 M14, Table 11.1, p.22.
67 M14, §12.6.1.
68 M14, Table 14.1, p.31.
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(iv) With the addition of the development traffic there will remain adequate gaps

in traffic on the B3380 for pedestrians to take advantage of in crossing the

road – there will be no severance;69

(v) There is no reason why the additional traffic related to the proposed

development should increase the incidence of parking in the B3380;70

(vi) All impacts on amenity will be low or negligible.71

71. BCF’s case and the public’s concerns more generally in relation to traffic were

predicated on a misunderstanding of the number of HGVs that the development

would give rise. MR founded his evidence on the understanding that there would be

200 HGVs – twice the maximum amount that would be permitted under the

proposed condition. DR said the proposed limit was news to her despite the

condition being discussed and put forward in the OR in April 2012.72 And of course

200 movements (as opposed to HGVs) would be the maximum. As NR explained,

the average would be 86 movements a day and the maximum could only be

sustained for 10 per cent of the time.

72. The NPPF provides that “development should only be prevented or refused on

transport grounds where residual cumulative impacts of development are severe.”73

Any impacts from the proposed development in traffic terms are a very long way

below “severe” and hence to refuse the application on transport grounds would not

be justified within the terms of the NPPF.

Protected species and nature conservation

73. Neither NE nor the Council object on the basis of ecological grounds. However,

BCF has adduced two witnesses on ecology and generated a forest’s worth of paper

69 CD.A12, SN5.
70 CD.A12, SN7.
71 M14, Table 23.1, p.47.
72 CD.E4, §6.18.
73 CD.K1, §32.
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on the subject. RMEL deals comprehensively with each of the points raised in his

proof and rebuttal.

74. Some general points should be made with regards to BCF’s case on ecology. First,

BCF are alone in judging there to be adverse ecological impacts. None of the

following bodies object: the Council, NE, the DNPA, the DWT and the RSPB.

Secondly, JD’s approach to assessment is precisely the counsel of perfection that

the Courts guard against.74 Thirdly, and in any event, nearly every hare that JD set

off and RMEL chased down only served to demonstrate that the original judgment

made by the Appellant’s ecologists to scope out a particular issue was correct.

Fourthly, much of JD’s case is reliant on two areas in which he has no expertise –

air quality and hydrology. If the Appellant’s case in these areas is preferred as it is

submitted it should be then much of JD’s evidence simply falls away. Fifthly, it is

striking how many times JD dips into the methodology sections of the relevant ES

chapter on AQ and hydrology and seeks to use this to suggest that there are adverse

effects. In XX, he was candid enough to admit as much. Sixthly, it became clear

that JD simply does not like the process of EIA. He has never authored an ecology

chapter of an ES. Moreover, he said he would never now do so given his views on

the process. In short, JD’s approach was to use a process he had no liking for to

create a legal obstacle course for a development he does not like.

South Hams SAC

75. All parties are agreed that the surveys with regards Bats provide a sufficient basis

on which to judge the effects of the scheme.75 A significant GHB commuting

route76 runs parallel to woodland east of the existing site offices, and across the

turning circle toward the Dean Burn watercourse and south toward Potters Wood.

This commuting route is within a South Hams SAC Strategic Flyway and its

protection is important in maintaining the SAC. The commuting route is used

consistently with bats typically passing rapidly through the Site during a brief

74 R (Blewett) v Secretary of State for the Environment [2004] 1 Env L.R. 29 at [41].
75 See JA, §4.1.
76 See M63, App.17.
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‘commute period’ shortly after sunset. The scheme would not result in the loss of

linear features (commuting routes) important for GHB within the Site. JA did not

entirely agree with this. However, he had not visited the site and so despite his

evident knowledge with regards bats was not in this instance best placed to judge.

JA’s own proof (figure 1) showed that only 8 per cent of the GHB continued up the

track next to the spur and those that did appear to hug the vegetation on the western

side of the track. Both NE77 and GB are of the view that the removal of the spur

will not affect the flyway. Their view is based on having visited the site and carried

out surveys in the area. Indeed, the relevant NE officer was the author of the South

Hams SAC GHB Planning Guidance.78

76. However, the proposals do include the construction and operation (including

artificial lighting) of the new facilities. Mitigation has been developed in

consultation with the Council and NE which protects the habitats along the

commuting route, imposes restrictions on illumination from lighting, working hours

and vehicle movements in the vicinity of the commuting route.79

77. The Council and NE are content that implementing these measures avoids adverse

effects on GHB and the South Hams SAC, as recorded in the Habitats Regulations

Assessment80 and during a meeting to review the ES Addendum and LEMP.81

Further, in coming to that conclusion all parties have been well aware of JA’s

concerns for this proof of evidence as he confirmed was largely the same as the

submission he made in April 2012 and on which NE specifically commented.

78. JA’s principal contention is that there is no guarantee that mitigation will work. JA

made the same argument at the Westbury bypass and it was rejected.82 JA then

referred the inquiry to two papers of his own which dealt with mitigation schemes

77 M63, App,8.
78 CD.Y1.
79 ID.30, §3.7.
80 M63, App.4.
81 M63, App.13.
82 ID.71.
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for road crossings. None of the forms of mitigation dealt with in those papers are

proposed here. Nor is any attempt being made to change the flight path of the bats

as was the case in the road schemes on which JA relies. The Appellant submits that

there is no good reason to assume that mitigation drawn up with NE will not work

or that the regulatory bodies will not enforce any condition imposed. It is important

to note that JA does not seek to suggest that the particular mitigation proposed here

would not be successful if implemented.

Dartmoor SAC

79. Controls on drainage from the site will avoid adverse effects on water quality of the

Dean Burn and connected watercourses including the River Dart and the Dartmoor

SAC. These controls are discussed below.

Other Designated Sites

80. No significant adverse effects on other designated nature conservation sites would

result from the Proposals. The small area of Potter’s Wood SSSI within the Appeal

Site would benefit from proposed woodland planting agreed with NE and also the

creation of a pond and grassland habitats to the south of the quarry void at the edge

of the SSSI woodland.

Bats (other than South Hams SAC/ GHBs)

81. Restrictions on blasting to within 1 September to 30 November have been agreed

with the Council and NE to avoid significant adverse effects on roosting bats,

including G and LHB hibernation roosts within caves in Potter’s Wood SSSI. The

weighbridge/ workshop building will be retained unaltered and roosts provided. No

significant effects on bat roosts are expected to occur.

82. Potential significant effects on habitats used by bats for commuting and foraging

are addressed by the same measures proposed to address effects on GHB. Creation

of a planted bund and swale (wetland) around the quarry void and creation of small

area of wetland habitat to the south of the void will provide additional foraging
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habitats. There would be no significant adverse effects on the conservation status of

other bat species.

Hazel dormouse

83. Impacts on dormouse will be mitigated by supervised removal of vegetation on the

dolerite spur under a EPS licence from NE where necessary. The woodland and

hedgerow planting and management will compensate and enhance habitats for this

species and there would be no significant adverse effects on its conservation status.

Otter

84. There will be no impacts on otter given the submissions below on hydrology and

the fact that there are no holts or lay ups on the Appeal Site itself.

Peregrine

85. Significant disturbance effects on breeding peregrine will be avoided by blasting

outside of the time when peregrine is nesting or has dependent young. Previous and

potential nest sites will not be affected by the development. Peregrine activity will

continue to be monitored by a specialist ornithologist so that construction

operations can be modified if necessary to avoid disturbance. There would be no

significant adverse effects on peregrine conservation status. JD’s comparison with

the Merrivale Quarry is misplaced: that development, which was refused on the

basis of impact on peregrine, comprised a change of use for outdoor recreational

activities including climbing which would have brought birds and people into close

contact.

Ancient woodland

86. The loss of the remaining 0.12 ha of woodland on the dolerite spur would be

addressed by planting of 0.37 ha of within Potter’s Wood SSSI and contribution to

the South Devon Biodiversity Offsetting scheme to fund a further 0.37 ha of

woodland planting.
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87. JD argues that this is ancient woodland. RMEL doubts that it is having regard to the

disturbed nature of the soils.83 Paragraph 118 provides that AW should not be lost

unless the benefits of the clearly outweigh the loss. In evaluating the loss of the

woodland its quality must be taken into account. Here the maximum area of AW

lost will be extremely small84 and of low quality given the disturbed nature of the

ground. Much of the time JD was talking about AW he was not referring to the

woodland on the dolerite spur but woodland that would not be lost to the

development (he said it would be affected by dust deposition but that is (a) not

likely to occur given the mitigation of dust at source and (b) not, in any event, loss.

The benefits of the scheme are clear and must be judged to outweigh the loss of the

small area of woodland in question.

Mitigation and Enhancement

88. The LEMP is an extremely detailed and thorough scheme of mitigation and

enhancement that has been drawn up with NE and the Council. It will ensure that

the ecological mitigation and enhancement is carried out properly through a strict

regime of monitoring and the supervision of an ECOW and both a bat and

peregrine specialist.

89. As RM explained in evidence, his view is that the appeal proposals go beyond mere

mitigation and deliver biodiversity gain through creation and management of

woodland, hedgerow and wetland habitats.

HRA

90. The Council undertook an HRA. The screening assessment considered that without

agreed mitigation, it could not be ascertained that there would be no significant

effect on the South Hams SAC arising from impacts on the flight-line for greater

horseshoe bats. No other significant effects were considered likely to occur.

83 M66, App.7.
84 See the orange areas on the figure appended to M66, App.7.
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91. Consequently, an appropriate assessment was carried out and concluded that the

proposal will not have an adverse effect on the integrity of the South Hams SAC.

The appropriate assessment was appended to the OR and took account of the survey

data, impact assessment within the ES and the mitigation within the LEMP.

92. As RMEL explained in evidence, the HRA screening exercise did not take account

of mitigation. Were the screening process to be repeated at this time, accounting for

the avoidance and mitigation measures described in the LEMP, a competent

authority could conclude at the screening stage that there was no likely significant

effect, and thus no further appropriate assessment would be required.85

EPS licensing

93. There is no basis to suggest that NE is unlikely to issue any required EPS licence

(the test laid down in R (oao Morge) v Hampshire County Council [2011] 1 W.L.R.

268 at [29]).86 First, it should be recalled that that any licence application would be

considered in circumstances where planning permission has been granted. Second,

NE is familiar with and has no objection to the proposed development. Third, NE

has been part of building the mitigation package and as such has considered

suitable alternative forms of the development (i.e. differing mitigation packages).

85 R (on the application of Hart District Council) v Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government [2008] EWHC 1204 (Admin) in which it was concluded that there is no legal reason why a
screening assessment must be carried out in the absence of mitigation and that the competent authority
should take account of such measures.
86 Which provides: “In my judgment this goes too far and puts too great a responsibility on the planning
committee whose only obligation under regulation 3(4) [the predecessor to regulation 9(5)] is, I repeat, to
“have regard to the requirements of the Habitats Directive so far as [those requirements] may be affected
by” their decision whether or not to grant a planning permission. Obviously, in the days when the
implementation of such a permission provided a defence to the regulation 39 offence [now regulation 41] of
acting contrary to article 12(1), the planning committee, before granting a permission, would have needed
to be satisfied either that the development in question would not offend article 12(1) or that a derogation
from that article would be permitted and a licence granted. Now, however, I cannot see why a planning
permission (and, indeed, a full planning permission save only as to conditions necessary to secure any
required mitigating measures) should not ordinarily be granted save only in cases where the planning
committee conclude that the proposed development would both (a) be likely to offend article 12(1) and (b)
be unlikely to be licensed pursuant to the derogation powers. After all, even if development permission is
given, the criminal sanction against any offending (and unlicensed) activity remains available and it seems
to me wrong in principle, when Natural England have the primary responsibility for ensuring compliance
with the Directive, also to place a substantial burden on the planning authority in effect to police the
fulfilment of Natural England's own duty.” (emphasis added)
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Fourth, NE has already granted a licence in relation to this site. Fifth, there is no

serious suggestion that any EPS’s FCS would be put at risk by this development.

Sixthly, the IROPI test would plainly be passed by a development that forms part of

the integrated waste strategy of the SWDWP.

Conclusion

94. The Appellant commends the LEMP to the inquiry and submits that with that

mitigation secured through conditions and the section 106 obligation, the appeal

proposals can be permitted without conflict with policy87 or the provisions of

wildlife legislation relating to designated sites, protected species and other

ecological matters.

Air quality and water pollution, and any implications for health, quality of life and

amenity

Properties of IBA88

95. BCF expressed some concern as to the composition of IBA and the testing regime.

As GG explained in XIC, H1 Risk Assessment Framework that underlies the

permitting regime is a system of risk assessment that acknowledges that some

pollutants have no safe limits and so tests not a critical level but overall the

likelihood of harm. Similarly, the IBA testing regime for is based on a whole

sample test, a method that recognises the inherent variability of IBA (albeit within

fairly tight bounds). What is tested is the effect of the IBA as a whole rather than its

constituent parts. The classification of IBA as hazardous after seven failures is also

based on the recognition of the variability of the material. The whole scheme

allows for that variability and it is built into the risk assessment.

96. BCF were further concerned that IBA which fails a test may arrive at the Appeal

Site. That is a possibility but the whole risk assessment framework allows for it.

87 The Appellant and Council agree that the proposal accords with relevant development plan and emerging
planning policies for the protection and enhancement of nature conservation interests. CD.G5, §5.13.
88 It is accepted that IBA is not inert. That it was said in the past that it was inert (by reference to the now
revoked definition in the Landfill Regulations) is not relevant given that the Council plainly understood that
IBA is not inert (see CD.E4, §6.112).
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First, it should be said, that at the commissioning of the Devonport EfW, the IBA

will have to be classified as non-hazardous before it could be sent to the Appeal

Site. Thereafter, any load which failed a test would have the same properties as any

other IBA load and thus be susceptible to the same mitigation controls and so

would not be released to air or water.

Air quality

97. Two principal concerns arise in relation to AQ. First, dust. Secondly, traffic

emissions.

98. As to dust, the meteorological data was used to confirm the requirement for

mitigation measures – no more. As GG explained, the same scheme of control

measures that have previously worked in relation to similar dust generating

activities at the quarry should be effective at controlling dust emissions from the

operations at source. This will be secured by condition should planning permission

be granted.

99. As to traffic emissions, the ES did not include a quantitative assessment of the

impact of emissions from the additional HGV movements associated with the

proposed development, as the quantum of movements was such that a significant

effect on air quality was judged unlikely. This was agreed with the pollution control

officers at TDC.89 Whilst the approach of not quantifying the impact of HGV

emissions on local air quality is justified by technical guidance,90 GG

acknowledged that this meant that local residents were not able to easily access

detailed information about the insignificance of this effect prior to the publication

of the Addendum to the ES.

100. An example calculation has been undertaken and is contained in Item 2 of the Air

Quality Statement of Common Ground. It indicates the proposed development,

89 CD.A4, §12.1.8.
90 See ID.21.3, Item 2.
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based on the maximum of 100 HGVs entering and leaving the Appeal Site each

day, would increase annual mean concentrations of nitrogen dioxide by 0.47 µg/m3

(a negligible effect) and the annual mean concentrations of both PM10 and PM2.5 by

less than 0.01 µg/m3 (which would be imperceptible) at the façade of the closest

properties to Plymouth Road.91 This calculation was agreed with Jacobs. Overall

the effect of a maximum of 100 vehicle movements in and 100 vehicle movements

out of the site per day would not be significant.

101. BCF and TD argue that any increase in HGV emissions would be harmful and was

particularly concerned with emissions of PM2.5. First, as GG explains,92 PM2.5 are

emitted from the exhaust of any oil or a solid fuel heating system and any vehicle

(whether petrol or diesel). In short, the emissions of PM2.5 from the heavy goods

vehicle movements associated with the proposed development would not introduce

a risk to health that is in any way unusual or unique to this specific development

application. Indeed, it is a part of any development that gives rise to normal modes

of transport or the need for conventional heating. It will be a part of the additional

tourists miles that the SDR hope to attract and which DR encourages (it is part of

the SDR locomotive too).

102. The magnitude of the change in PM2.5 annual mean concentration is imperceptible

at <0.01 μg/m3 and the health based criteria of 25 μg/m3, as an annual mean value, 

would be achieved by a large margin. This value is an expression of the balance

between health risk and the need for development. This proposal falls well within

the threshold and as such should be regarded as acceptable. If it were otherwise all

development would grind to a halt.

Hydrology

103. The IBA facility will be constructed on a concrete pad and will be fully bunded to

enable the proper management of surface water run-off. The Council maintains no

91 ID.21.2, Table 2.2.
92 ID.87.
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objection in relation to hydrology. Further, the EA does not object to the scheme

and is satisfied with the proposed water management measures which are explained

in detail in the evidence of JR.93 The Appellant and the Council agree that the

detailed control of such matters is for the EA through the Environmental Permit in

accordance with NPPF paragraph 122 and PPS10 paragraphs 5 and 27.94

104. However, BCF and other third parties object on the basis that the Applicant’s have

not demonstrated that the proposal will not cause harm to the hydrology of the

Potter’s Wood SSSI95 and that the proposal could pollute the Dean Burn and

groundwater.96

105. HF was clear that her concern in relation to groundwater was limited to the

interaction of groundwater and the infill under the concrete pad. She expressly

agreed in XX it did not related to IBA as this will be processed on the concrete pad

within the closed drainage system. In order for her concern to have any validity,

first groundwater must interact with the infill and, second, the infill must release

pollutants in sufficient quantity to cause harm/ affect the water quality.

106. HF agreed in XX in so far as the latter point that this was a permit issue and that the

BCF and other members of the public would be able to comment on the permit and

alert the EA to any pollutants or materials of concern. The Ince Marches Permit and

Decision Document shows that the EA respond to each consultation response.97 In

short, the EA will not permit anything but suitable materials to be utilised as infill

and as HF acknowledged detailed waste acceptance criteria will form part of the

permit.

93 M50, §7.1-7.13.
94 CD.G5, §5.31.
95 CD.G4, §3.5.
96 CD.G4, §3.6.
97 CD.S2, Decision Document, Annex 3 – which reflects the proforma layout of a decision document which
is the starting point for all permit decisions.
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107. Further, the EA has only recently said that even if the quarry void has been

excavated beyond the base of the dolerite, it considers there to be little risk to

groundwater given the isolation of the processing area. HF’s attempt to say that the

EA had only in mind the IBA and not the infill was to suggest that the EA does not

properly understand the development. That position is untenable. The EA have

been commenting on this application continuously and frequently since August

2011 and there is no basis to suggest it has anything but a firm understanding of the

development proposed. Indeed, in responding to the Addendum ES the EA put this

point beyond doubt by referring to plan to infill to raise the whole platform to 60m

AOD and confirmed its view that it was a recovery operation.98

108. In any event, will groundwater interact with the infill? Not if the Appellant’s

conceptual model is preferred. There are good reasons to do so. First, there is no

evidence of limestone in the quarry walls and floor. It was surprising that HF had

not even looked for this – surely the easiest way to prove her model? Sedman99

refers to a lower contact which HF relied on to establish limestone at the quarry

base but she did not know the depth at which contact was made. Sedman is likely to

have derived his 45 degree angle for the contacts (which HF appeared to be content

with) from knowing the location and level of the limestone at Potter’s Wood Caves

and the depth at which the contact was made through the drilling.100 Fig.10-3 of the

October Further Information to the ES101 illustrates that at an angle of 45 degrees

the limestone would be well below the quarry floor. Second, as JR explained, the

intermittent use of the quarry pump suggests that it is not dewatering groundwater

from the quarry. If it were otherwise JR expected the pumps to be more heavily

utilised.102 Thirdly, as JR sets out in his rebuttal, there are a number of reasons to

doubt the model put forward by HF.103 Fourthly, the EA has described JR’s model

98 CD.E10.
99 ID.9, §4.1.
100 ID.9, §4.1.
101 CD.A9 (Folder 5)
102 ID.19.
103 M53, section 2.
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as plausible104 and, further, expressly said that there has been no history of ground

water problems with the Appeal Site.105

109. But even if HF’s model was to be preferred and groundwater under the appeal site

does fluctuate would it interact with the infill? It is doubtful. The lowest infill will

be at 48.5m AOD (below that level is dolerite i.e. a situation of no or little change).

The groundwater cannot be higher than Dean Burn. In the vicinity of the Appeal

Site Dean Burn bed is at 45m AOD106 which means that HF’s suggested rebound

level for groundwater of 47-50m AOD must be wrong. So even, if the Appellant’s

model is incorrect there is unlikely to be physical interaction between the infill and

groundwater. Further even if there is, the infill will be subject to strict waste

acceptance criteria under the permit that will ensure the infill materials are suitable.

110. All in all the circumstances there is no groundwater issue and the EA have

confirmed as much. This is a complete answer to the concerns expressed by third

parties in relation to the contamination of water abstracted from various places in

the locality. Accordingly, there is no reason to dismiss this appeal on the basis of

impact on groundwater.

111. As to the Potter’s Wood SSSI, the hydrology cannot be damaged if the Appellant’s

conceptual model is accepted. Even if it is not, as stated above, the permit will

ensure that groundwater is not contaminated. More fundamentally, the Potter’s

Wood Caves are located significantly higher than the quarry void, the proposed

platform at 60 AOD and any suggested level for groundwater at the Appeal Site.

Water does not flow up hill. Even if HF is right and the local hydrogeology is a

single system of fractured rocks, groundwater from underneath the proposed

development could not make its way so significantly up hill. Comfort can be drawn

from the fact that, as HF agreed in XX, the Potter’s Wood Caves drain into the

Dean Burn at St Catherine’s Well which is upstream of the Appeal Site. As a

104 ID.15.
105 CD.E2, Tab.7.
106 M53, §2.6.
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consequence there can be no adverse effect on the hydrology of the Potter’s Wood

SSSI. The EA concur that the proposal is unlikely to impact on the Potter’s Wood

SSSI.107

112. The remaining issue is water quality. As HF agreed this is a permit matter in which

statutory consultees and the public will have a say. All water that drains from the

processing yard will discharge to an adequately sized settlement lagoon where

particulates and adsorbed metals will settle and from where they can periodically be

cleaned out. The lagoon will be fully lined and will discharge to secondary

settlement in the existing tanks under the A38, providing further opportunity for the

removal of particulates. The level will be managed through recirculation such that

water will only discharge onwards to secondary settlement and to the Dean Burn

under high rainfall conditions, not on a continuous basis. It will be routinely

cleaned out with the material extracted being tankered off-site for appropriate

disposal.

113. The water management measures will be subject to further design iterations and

consenting via the EA permitting process. At no point in the extensive consultation

with the EA has it maintained an objection on grounds of water quality impact to

the Dean Burn or raised any concerns with regards the proposed water management

system.

114. The grant of the permit will be dependant upon satisfactory demonstration that the

Dean Burn EQS and so WFD status will be unaffected by the development. The EA

will monitor the discharge to the Dean Burn as part of their routine regulatory

duties.

115. It should be further noted that the EA is well used to dealing with permits for IBA

facilities and, in particular, with such facilities that discharge into water-bodies with

a WFD EQS.108

107 CD.E2, Tab 7, letter dated 26 October 2011.
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116. Accordingly, in the Appellant’s submission this development should not be refused

planning permission on the basis of impact on water quality.

Flood risk

117. Flood risk was not a point taken by any party to the inquiry – it is certainly not

referred to in BCF’s Statement of Case nor in HF’s written evidence. However, in

oral evidence HF appeared to dip her toes into the issue.

118. The Appellant has undertaken an FRA. The site is in FZ1 save the entrance which

is FZ3 (including the settlement tanks under the A38). There is no significance to

this. First, the EA does not object on flood risk grounds (including following

consultation on the Addendum ES which made clear that the settlement tanks were

within the redline and that the site entrance was FZ3).109 Moreover, no new

development is proposed in this area whatsoever. All site drainage will be

attenuated to greenfield run off rates up to an including the 1 in 100 year storm

inclusive of climate change such that there will be no increase in flood risk off site.

119. The fact that a small part of the site is in FZ3 does not necessitate a ST. The ST is

designed to steer new development to areas of the lowest probability of flooding.110

Here, there is no new development proposed in FZ3. The ST simply does not

arise.111

108 See the example of Ince Marches, M50, §8.9-8.15.
109 CD.A12, p.106.
110 CD.K1, §100.
111 Whilst not strictly related to the requirement for a ST, it should be noted that, as HF appeared to agree,
the area in question is likely to be FZ3a, i.e. it is not functional flood plan – the elevation of the settlement
tanks above the Dean Burn and DR’s evidence as to the floods of 2012, in which the site entrance did not
flood in what are universally described as severe floods, tends to corroborate this – and both waste
management facilities (the new development) and sewage treatment works (which as HF confirmed include
settlement tanks – the existing development in FZ3) are appropriate development within FZ3. See CD.K2,
Tables 2 and 3.
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Health

120. Health issues need to be considered within the context of paragraphs 26–31 of

PPS10. The following points emerge from these paragraphs:

(i) Waste planning authorities should not concern themselves with the control of

processes which is a matter for the pollution control authorities;

(ii) The detailed consideration of a waste management process and the

implications, if any, for human health is the responsibility of the pollution

control authority;

(iii) Waste planning authorities should work on the assumption that the relevant

pollution control regime will be properly applied and enforced. This is

reiterated at paragraph 122 of the NPPF;

(iv) There should be consistency between consents issued under the planning and

pollution control regimes; and

(v) Where concerns about health are raised, waste planning authorities should

avoid carrying out their own detailed health assessments and should rely

instead on Government advice and research and consultation with the relevant

health authorities and agencies.

121. PPS10 therefore places the primary responsibility for the detailed consideration of

a waste management process and the implications, if any, for human health on the

EA through the permitting process. Moreover, PPS10 states that:

“Modern, appropriately located, well-run and well-regulated, waste
management facilities operated in line with current pollution control
techniques and standards should pose little risk to human health.” 112

112 CD.K3, §30.
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122. MR’s evidence sought to place health as an integral part of sustainable

development by an analysis of the NPPF. However, as MR freely accepted he is not

a planner and taken through the relevant passages (section 8) of the NPPF he

agreed that health in that context was about creating the environment to encourage

healthy lifestyles as opposed to being about clinical health. MR completely failed to

have regard to the advice in PPS10. As a result, his attempt to contextualise health

as an issue within planning policy was wholly flawed.

Perception

123. The public’s concerns or perceptions in relation to health and air quality are

themselves capable of being material considerations this is whether or not they are

objectively justified.113 However, the weight that can be attributed to those

perceptions will depend on whether or not the concerns are objectively held.

Further, the Inspector at King’s Cliffe drew attention to the advice in the Annex to

the now superseded PPS23 that for perceived risk to be material to a planning

consideration there must be a clear demonstration of the land use planning

consequences.114 The substance of that advice is still relevant.

124. Here, there is no reliable evidence to suggest that perceptions of health risk are

objectively justified nor of any land use planning manifestation arising from the

perceptions of health risk that have been put forward during the course of this

inquiry.

125. There are significant factors in this case that should ameliorate any concerns the

public have.

126. First, in this case, the proposed development has been the subject of a Health

Impact Assessment,115 the preparation of which was overseen by a steering group

that included NHS Devon, the Council, the Appellant, the EA, the HPA, TDC’s

113 Newport Borough Council v Secertary of State for Wales [1998] Env. L.R. 174.
114 CD.P10, §7.33.
115 CD.C2.
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environmental health department and BCF (including TD and MR). Further input

was provided by the Buckastleigh Medical Practice. The HIA was co-authored by

GG and NHS Devon. As MR agreed it was not the Appellant’s document. It

concluded that the concerns raised could be dealt with by mitigation or controlled

by the application of appropriate conditions. MR said he did not necessarily agree

with the conclusion but he was part of the steering group that expressly approved

that conclusion.116 It is important to note that MR agreed in XX that his survey

raised the same issues that were considered in the HIA. The HIA should be of great

comfort to local residents. The HIA is proof of the detailed engagement of all the

relevant health bodies on the issues raised by those responding to the planning

application and records their conclusion that there are no issues which cannot be

adequately dealt with by condition.

127. Secondly, there is no objection to the development from any of NHS Devon, the

EA and the HPA. The public cannot simply turn a blind eye the considered views

of these bodies.

128. Thirdly, it must be assumed that the EA will properly apply the pollution control

regime. No proper basis for an alternative view has been established.

129. Fourthly, the public have had a number of opportunities to air their concerns on this

issue through both the HIA and this inquiry. The Inspector at King’s Cliffe noted

the inquiry process itself provides a direct link between the public and the decision-

maker so that the public will know that their views will be taken into account.

130. Moreover, it is hard to say that fears are objectively held when posters have been

produced in the locality saying that the NHS has identified 29 reasons why the

proposal is bad for health it is little wonder that concerns remain but those concerns

are not justified they have been inflamed by a misleading poster that misrepresents

116 CD.C2, p.26, §2, last sentence.
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significantly the HIA findings. MR’s attempt to defend that poster did not serve

him well.

131. In all the circumstances, only limited, if any, weight can give given to the

perception of health effects. This would accord with a long line of decision letters

dealing with EfW’s which, of course, have point source emissions as well as traffic

emissions.117

Precautionary principle

132. This is not a case where the precautionary principle applies. There is no scientific

uncertainty here: the materials handled, their constituent parts, the receptors,

potential pathways and possible controls are all well understood.

Tourism and the local economy

133. The proposal will give rise to 12 new jobs when operational, as well as temporary

employment during the construction phase. It will also help to safeguard current

jobs within Gilpin, a local employer within the area and create a further 14 jobs in

the local supply chain and add an indirect and induced total of £1.41m to the local

economy118 which DR agreed with some reluctance was a significant figure.

134. In addition, the facility will enable Gilpin better to meet the needs of those

requiring local demolition and site clearance services, be they operational

landowners, contractors or the local construction industry. In so doing, Gilpin’s

operations will assist these companies in meeting their recycling obligations and in

the delivery of site waste management plans and will thereby provide a cost

effective and sustainable service to local businesses.

117 These decisions and relevant extracts are set out in RM’s proof. M77, §9.4.7-9.4.11
118 CD.E4, §6.53.
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135. However, BCF – principally through DR – and other third parties have expressed

concern as to the effect on businesses within Buckfastleigh and, in particular,

tourism. The Council have no concerns in relation to this issue.

136. This issue is often raised in the context of applications for WMFs and frequently

with regards to far bigger and more controversial developments than the proposed

development. However, it has not to the Appellant’s knowledge before been held to

be a reason to refuse planning permission.

137. In the Eastcroft case where planning permission was sought for the extension of an

existing EfW plant, 119 objection was raised on the grounds of its adverse impact on

three nearby regeneration areas within Nottingham. Drawing on the experiences

gained from the operation of the original plant, the Inspector noted the progress that

had been made in furthering regeneration objectives notwithstanding the

construction and operation of the existing EfW plant and concluded, therefore, that

the Proposal would not have any adverse effect on regeneration.

138. In Cornwall, the Inspector concluded that: “… the evidence from elsewhere in the

country is that the presence of an EfW facility does not discourage or deter nearby

economic activity.” 120 A conclusion with which the Secretary of State in agreed.121

139. Clearly, the development proposed is not an EfW facility but these decisions

demonstrate the absence of any clear evidence that much larger waste management

facilities cause harm to the economy of an area.

140. Apparently without irony, Mr Rines took RM to task for reference to EfW

decisions in this context but in his own report122 he draws comparisons to variously

119 CD.P3, IR, §251-309 and DL, §15-21.
120 CD.P4, IR, §2079.
121 CD.P4, DL, §25.
122 DR, App.G1.
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a quarry in the Colorado, fracking in New York, a coalmine in Australia and a

tunnel in Europe. If EfWs in the UK are irrelevant what are these?

141. The Rines and McConnell report should not be relied upon. First, it fairly states on

its face that the authors are not objective. Second, its conclusions are predicated on

a wholly unfair characterisation of the appeal proposal.123 Thirdly, it fails to

produce any evidence to substantiate the alleged adverse effects. Fourthly, the

material that Mr Rines later adduced to the inquiry124 included the Settle

Regeneration Study which demonstrates that a town with lorries running through its

centre (which will not happen in Buckfastleigh) has businesses growing and

optimistic that they will continue to grow.125 Finally, it should be noted that the

Rines and McConnell Report was scrutinised in some detail by officers and

rejected.

142. Two points are made with regards tourism expressly. The first is that tourists will

be deterred as a result of an adverse perception of Buckfastleigh as a consequence

of the development. It is difficult to see why this should be so. RM lists the tourist

destinations in Buckfastleigh and their relationship with the Appeal Site in his

Table 9.1. The contents of that table have not been challenged.126 The Appeal Site

will not be visible from any of the tourist sights. DR agreed that was a relevant

consideration in this regard. They are generally remote from both the Appeal Site at

distances close to or exceeding 1 kilometre (save for the Valiant Soldier which lies

in the centre of the town) and the town centre. Moreover, they are all located

significantly closer to the A38 than they are to Appeal Site which is likely to

represent the major background source of noise and disturbance to visitors.

123 See, for example, the reference on page 7 to“a community blighted by high levels of lorry traffic and an
industrial plant handling toxic substances.” The proposal is for a facility to handle non-hazardous waste
and will result in approximately one HGV travelling along any given stretch of the Plymouth Road or
Strode Road every 10 minutes.
124 ID.41.1.
125 See section 6.
126 RM74, p.117.
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143. The only attraction that requires people to pass in close proximity to the Appeal site

in order to access the Town Centre is Pengelly Farm. This is at a distance in excess

of 3 kilometres from the Town Centre and therefore people passing between the

two will do so by car and not on foot.

144. A number of tourist attractions are located to the south of Dart Bridge Road.

Pedestrians accessing the town centre will need to use the footpath along this road

for a maximum of 100 metres before crossing the road to access Station Road into

the town centre. The average number of additional HGV movements that are

predicted to use the route northwards from the Appeal Site to join the A38 at the

Dart Bridge Junction as a consequence of the development is approximately 46 per

day. This represents only one additional HGV movement along this route every 13

minutes. This will have no discernible impact on the enjoyment of persons using

this route to access the town centre and will not cause any material increase in

severance which is the second point made by objectors in regards to impact on

tourism. Supplementary Note 5 on Severance provides a detailed analysis on this

issue and concludes that there will be no severance.127 This is the only proper

analysis before the inquiry on this issue and the Appellant submits that its

conclusions ought to be accepted.

145. In all the circumstances, it is difficult to see any real likelihood of the proposed

development having any noticeable effect on the number of tourists visiting the

area, their length of stay, or their contribution to the local economy.

146. In conclusion, therefore, no evidence has been presented to date of any harmful

effects on the local economy arising as a consequence of the appeal proposal. On

the contrary, the development will create a number of new jobs locally and will

support existing businesses within the construction and demolition sector.

127 Which was slotted into A12, Folder 2.
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Alternatives

RR2

147. RR2 fails the requirements set down in Article 31 of the DMPO128 and the costs

circular.129 It is far from clear and precise and fails to mention any development

plan or other planning policy. It does not even record or identify harm or any

particular alternative site.130 Moreover, the minutes to the committee meeting at

which the Council resolved to refuse the application do not refer to alternatives. All

that is said is that there is no ‘overriding’ need in this location.131 It is noteworthy

that CW said in XIC and confirmed in XX that the committee’s main concern was

amenity and alternatives as an issue was little mentioned whereas now at the appeal

it was entirely the other way round.

148. Read fairly what RR2 says is that because the Appeal Site is unallocated and

because there has been inadequate consideration of alternative sites it is considered

that there is no overriding need for the development in this location. It is properly

speaking a need point. This construction is supported by the committee minutes.

149. There is no basis on which to refuse the application on the grounds of RR2 as

construed above (or indeed at all, see below)

150. First, as RM clearly explained, the consideration of alternatives was adequate in the

circumstances. He accepted that the Devonport EfW application was accompanied

by a far more detailed ASA but that reflected a judgment that alternative sites were

a material consideration in that case where the adverse effects of a far larger

128 CD.L4.
129 CD.F8, §B16.
130 Indeed, the Council struggled to identify the alternative sites that they wished to rely on in the run up to
the inquiry. As TK agreed in XX: the first time any specific site was mentioned was at the PIM on 9 April
2013 those being Ernesettle Lane and Strashleigh Hams; New England Quarry was added in a letter dated
10 April 2013 (M75, App.4); in a further letter dated 10 May 2013 (just over two weeks before the
exchange of evidence) four sites were set out: Coypool, Moorcroft, Heathfield and Ernesettle only one of
which had been mentioned before; and in the final analysis only three of these have been pursued at appeal.
131 CD.E5.
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development were judged to make the consideration of alternatives a material

consideration. Here, the Council accept there is no environmental harm that would

prohibit the development in this location and what the Appellant has set out to do is

to comply with the requirements in the EIA Regulations to provide an outline of the

main alter natives studied and an indication of the main reasons for the choice.132

The suggestion that the assessment of alternatives was predetermined is misplaced

given that all it was providing was a record of what had taken place when selecting

the site and the considerations to which the Appellant had regard as required by the

regulations.

151. Second, if need is the underlying objection behind RR2 then the reason for refusal

is wholly unsustainable. In the first place, the need for the proposed development

(both the C&D and the IBA processing elements) is agreed between the Council

and Appellant.133 TK further agreed in XX that there is a plain need for recycled

and secondary aggregates and a strong policy presumption in favour of the

maximum use of recycled and secondary aggregates to reduce pressure on primary

aggregates.134 TK also confirmed in XX that the agreement need for the

development was a material consideration in favour of the development.

152. Moreover, PPS10 is clear that there is no requirement to show need where the

proposal is consistent with an up to date development plan.135 The Council and the

Appellant agree that the DWLP is up to date and following the withdrawal of RR1

there is no identified development plan policy conflict in the remaining RR (for the

reasons set out above the identified conflict with WPC1(ii), WPP20 and as a

consequence WPP4 is unsustainable and un-evidenced). There is, in any event, as

TK agreed in XX no test of ‘overriding’ need in PPS10, any other policy or law that

he could point to.

132 CD.L1, Schedule 4, Part I, §2.
133 CD.G5, §5.1.
134 By reference to CD.H2, §7.7.1 and 7.7.2. TK agreed that the proposal will help to achieve the aims of
set down in these paragraphs and underlying policy MP27 (CD.H2, p.76).
135 CD.K3, §22.
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Alternatives - relevance

153. Alternative sites are capable of being a material consideration. It is a matter for the

decision maker. The following general propositions in relation to the relevance of

alternatives are helpfully set out in Mount Cook Land Limited v Westminster City

Council [2003] EWCA Civ 1346 at [30]:

(i) In the context of planning control, a person may do what he wants with his

land provided his use of it is acceptable in planning terms;

(ii) There may be a number of alternative uses from which he could choose, each

of which would be acceptable in planning terms;

(iii) Whether any proposed use is acceptable in planning terms depends on

whether it would cause planning harm judged according to relevant planning

policies where there are any;

(iv) In the absence of conflict with planning policy and/ or other planning harm,

the relative advantages of alternative uses on the application site or of the

same use on alternative sites are normally irrelevant in planning terms;

(v) Where an application proposal does not conflict with policy, otherwise

involves no planning harm and, as it happens, includes some enhancement,

any alternative proposals would normally be irrelevant;

(vi) Even, in exceptional circumstances where alternative proposals might be

relevant, inchoate or vague schemes and/or those that are unlikely or have no

real possibility of coming about would not be relevant or, if they were, should

be given little or no weight.

154. The judge went on to say:
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“In my view, where application proposals, if permitted and given
effect to, would amount to a preservation or enhancement in
planning terms, only in exceptional circumstances would it be
relevant for a decision−maker to consider alternative proposals, not 
themselves the subject of a planning application under consideration
at the same time (for example, in multiple change of use applications
for retail superstores called in by the Secretary of State for joint
public inquiry and report). And, even in an exceptional case, for
such alternative proposals to be a candidate for consideration as a
material consideration, there must be at least a likelihood or real
possibility of them eventuating in the foreseeable future if the
application were to be refused. I say “likelihood” or “real
possibility”, as the words tend to be used interchangeably in some of
the authorities…If it were merely a matter of a bare possibility,
planning authorities and decision−makers would constantly have to 
look over their shoulders before granting any planning application
against the possibility of some alternative planning outcome,
however ill−defined and however unlikely of achievement. 
Otherwise they would be open to challenge by way of judicial review
for failing to have regard to a material consideration or of not
giving it sufficient weight, however remote.”

155. In R (oao J (A Child) v North Warwickshire BC [2001] EWCA Civ 315 at [30] and

[32] the Court said that the authorities point to a general proposition that the

consideration of alternatives would only relevant to a planning application in

exceptional circumstances and that such circumstance may arise where there was

such conspicuous adverse effects. That surely cannot be the case where the local

planning authority raises no environmental objection.

156. There is, as TK agreed, no general requirement to demonstrate a proposal is an

optimal solution or that the site on which it is proposed is the best or to carry out an

assessment of alternative sites. As already mentioned and as agreed by TK in XX,

the EIA regulations stop short of imposing such a requirement and merely

necessitate an outline of the main alternatives studied by the Applicant/ Appellant

and an indication of the main reasons for the choices made.

157. TK confirmed in XX that if the waste minimisation point goes against the Council

then the Council’s case as to why alternatives are relevant fails away. In other
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words, the sole basis on which the Council say alternatives are relevant is conflict

with policies WPC1(ii), WPP20 and, as a consequence, WPP4. The Appellant

submits for the reasons set out above there is no policy conflict with these policies

and as such alternatives are not relevant on the Council’s own case. Even if the

Inspector finds that there is some conflict with these policies it is not conflict of the

conspicuous adverse kind that might give rise to the need to consider alternatives.

The Sites

158. The Council no longer pursue Coypool China Clay Works. There remains three

sites put forward by the Council. Mr Goldsworthy has added to that list. Mr

Goldworthy’s sites are addressed in fully by RM in ID.79.2 and his further note

submitted to the inquiry on the final day. These submissions adopt and rely on

those notes. It should be noted, having regard to the case law as set out above, that

there are no alternative proposals in relation to any of the alternative sites that have

been put before the inquiry. We are in the territory of base possibilities and

requiring the decision maker to be constantly looking over his shoulder. As it is

none of the alternative sites are available and preferable to the Appeal Site.

Ernesettle Lane

159. The key factor with this site is that it is not available. The reasoning why the

authority do not want to release it for this development is actually immaterial. The

fact is it has indicated clearly that it, as landowner not as planning authority, are

not prepared to lease or sell it to MVV.

160. The site is also not without constraint. There is the visual impact. Although less

prominent than an EfW plant, an IBA processing facility has less capacity to

reach the high standard of design required on that site. There are residential

properties and a care home on the access route and alongside a steep hill where

lorries will be accelerating hard to cope with the gradient. There are SACs, and an

AONB in close proximity together with a scheduled ancient monument. There are

recreational uses on the northern area of the site for which alternative provision
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would need to be made and there is steep ground on the southern area making

engineering more difficult and costly and leading to greater visual intrusion.

Lastly, the policy reserves it for strategic use, a considerations which is consistent

with the response from PCC.

Moorcroft Quarry

161. Again the key factor is availability. When MVV was examining its options for

processing IBA they looked at the Moorcroft site and were advised by AI that (a)

they were not interested in processing IBA on behalf of MVV and (b) that there

was no land available within the quarry for their use. Whilst the question has been

asked of them more recently, no response has been received. There is no change

therefore to the previous position. The inability of any party to gain access to the

site suggests disinterest at best on the owner’s part.

162. Further, there is also uncertainty over ground conditions with the allocated site

having been used as the silt beds for the quarry up until at least 2008 and

potentially beyond. The site is not as well positioned in relation to the anticipated

IBA and C&D markets. Moorcroft also has constraints over the access, which are

recognised within the Waste DPD but which neither TK nor his colleagues in

writing D3 took account of. Indeed, TK was unaware of where the site access

actually is and had not even been on the site he was offering as an alternative.

Heathfield Industrial Estate

163. Yet again the key factor is availability. Gilpin has tried previously to secure the

surplus land at BCT without success. In practice the BCT (Temple Estates) Land

is the only site big enough to accommodate this use. It has the benefit of a

planning permission for housing and B1. This was secured on appeal with the

landowner challenging both the industrial and waste designations on the site. This

clearly signifies the direction and extent of the landowner’s intent. In the case of

Coypool, landowner intent was acknowledged as sufficient by itself to rule the

site out from further consideration. By seeking to maintain his position in respect
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of Heathfield, having now been made aware of the existence of a planning

permission for housing, TKs position on Heathfield is inconsistent with his

position on Coypool.

164. The site is also constrained by ecology and, as TK fairly pointed out, the Inspector

did give significant weight to the fact that the housing development was the best

means by which to protect the ecological interest into the future.

Conclusion

165. For these reasons, there are no reasonably available sites that are both suitable and

available. The only practicable alternative would therefore be to transport the IBA

to a processing facility in another region of the Country incurring significant

travel distance and cost in the process and in contravention of condition 8.

The planning balance

166. RM is unique as a witness to this inquiry as he is the only witness which attempted

to carry out a planning balance.136 CW made an attempt of sorts but, as he admitted

in XX, he failed to recognise many of the benefits of the scheme. The Applicant

submits that, properly analysed and taking into account the benefits we have

identified above, the planning balance falls decisively in favour of the grant of

planning permission.

167. Furthermore, the proposed development enjoys a number of presumptions in favour

of the development: first, it accords with the relevant provisions of the development

plan and therefore enjoys the statutory presumption in favour of planning

permission; secondly, it comprises sustainable development and accordingly

benefits from the presumption in favour of such development under the NPPF; and

thirdly, the proposed development is deserving of the favourable treatment required

136 M74, section 10.
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by PPS10 in relation to proposals on unallocated sites as a result of its compliance

with paragraph 24.

Other matters

Adequacy of the ES

168. It is for the decision-maker to form a view as to the adequacy of the environmental

information.137 The Council are content that there is sufficient environmental

information. It is only BCF allege a deficiency in the provision of environmental

information.

169. The Appellant’s evidence has demonstrated in detail why the environmental

information is adequate. Even if BCF were right, the result would not be a refusal

of the appeal but, rather, the making of a Regulation 19 request. Regulation 19(1)

of the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England

& Wales) Regulations 1999 (“the EIA Regulations”)138 requires that:

“Where… an inspector is dealing with an…appeal in relation to which
the applicant or appellant has submitted a statement which he refers to
as an environmental statement for the purposes of these Regulations
and is of the opinion that the statement should contain additional
information in order to be an environmental statement, ...he shall
notify the...appellant in writing accordingly and the appellant shall
provide the additional information…” (emphasis added)

170. Accordingly, if BCF were held to be right the result would not – and could not

lawfully – be a decision to dismiss the appeal because the result of any finding of a

material omission in the environmental information would simply be that there was

a gap in the available material required to assess the proposed development. This in

turn would engage a duty (not a discretion) to request further information and to

allow the Appellant sufficient time to provide it before the appeal was determined.

137 R (Blewett) v Secretary of State for the Environment [2004] 1 Env L.R. 29
138 Notwithstanding the recent EIA Regulations 2011 having revoked the EIA Regulations 1999, the
transitional provisions keep the latter in force for applications (and resulting appeals) lodged prior to the
coming into force of the former (regulation 65 of the EIA Regulations 2011).
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Localism and the poll

171. The proposal is not popular locally although it must also be recognised that some

25 letters of support were submitted which is unusual in an appeal of this nature.

The fact that many local people object is not, in itself, a proper basis on which to

refuse planning permission. Planning decisions are not to be taken on the results of

plebiscites or because a proposal has attracted a large volume of objection. It is not

the weight of numbers who object but whether or not there are relevant planning

objections. The Costs Circular 03/2009 makes this plain. It provides:

“While planning authorities are expected to consider the views of local
residents when determining a planning application, the extent of local
opposition is not, in itself, a reasonable ground for resisting
development. To carry significant weight, opposition should be
founded on valid planning reasons which are supported by substantial
evidence.”139

172. Moreover, this issue has been addressed at numerous EfW inquiries. In all cases the

Inspectors have concluded that if the objectors are afforded the opportunity to

engage properly in a public inquiry then the requirement to give due regard to the

local views will be discharged through that process.140 At Lostock, the Secretary of

State expressly found that the adequate account had been taken of local views

through the public inquiry itself.141

173. Furthermore, the High Court recently rejected the contention that the Localism Act

2011 brought a fundamental change in approach to the determination of planning

applications. The Court held that whilst the Localism Act made significant changes

to the planning system, specifically by the removal of the regional tier of the plan

making system and the introduction of neighbourhood plans, those changes did not

eliminate the roles of the Secretary of State in determining planning applications

139 CD.K8, §B21.
140 See Sinfin Lane (CD.P8, §133 and 135-136); Middlewich (CD.P9, §228); King’s Cliffe (CD.P10,
§7.67); Wadlow Farm, (CD.P11, §12.16); and Liverpool (CD.P12, §53) in which the Inspector said that
public opposition itself is not a material consideration.
141 CD.P6, §7.12 of the Secretary of State’s DL.
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opposed by local planning authorities or abolish the long-standing principles and

policies by which such decisions are made. The new opportunities afforded to the

public through the Localism Act is through the plan making system, not

development control.142

174. As to the Parish Poll, first, as DR explained, it was drafted by those who were

going to vote. Secondly, the question posed was partial and in part inaccurate (it

referred to the C&D element of the waste as industrial waste and gave no indication

that all the waste would be non-hazardous). Thirdly, it reflects the views only of

Buckfastleigh Parish but the facility serves the SWDWP area. As DR agreed in XX,

in so far as it is relevant to account for public opinion, it would be right to consider

the views of residents in the SWDWP area as a whole. That question has not been

asked.

175. Again, in the Appellant’s submission there is no basis to dismiss the appeal on the

grounds of localism.

Conclusion

176. For the reasons set out above, the Appellant asks that the Inspector allow this

appeal subject to the conditions and section 106 discussed during the course of this

inquiry.

MARK WESTMORELAND SMITH

19 July 2013

Francis Taylor Building,
Temple,
London, EC4Y 7BY.

142 Tewkesbury Borough Council v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [2013]
EWHC 286 (Admin) at [55, 59-60 and 64-65].


